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Abstract Recently, Autonomous Underwater Vehicles
(AUVs) are being used in many applications. There is a
limitation for underwater vehicle’s operation that takes
a longer duration than the power capacity of underwa-
ter vehicles. Since underwater battery recharging sta-
tion are supposed to be installed in the deep-sea bot-
tom, the deep-sea docking experiments cannot avoid
turbidity and dark environment. In this study, we pro-
pose a newly designed active 3D marker to improve the
visibility of the 3D marker. A docking experiment ap-
paratus was built-up. Two kinds of the 3D marker were
used in the experiment, which was the active (light)
and passive (non-light) 3D marker. The experimental
results show the active 3D marker can be more rec-
ognizable in turbidity and dark environment than the
passive 3D marker.

Keywords Stereo-vision · Visual servoing · Turbidity ·
3D marker

1 Introduction

Japan has a huge sea area from which resources can be
taken out using advanced technologies. The Autonomous
Underwater Vehicle (AUV) plays an important role in
the deep-sea such as oil pipe inspection, a survey of
the seafloor and searching rare metal [1]. Moreover,
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the Japanese government is now seriously considering
searching for methane hydrate as a future energy solu-
tion. To do such novel works that need long duration
time in the deep sea, one of the main limitations of
AUVs is power capacity. Even though advanced tech-
nology related to power provides long operation peri-
ods, underwater vehicles have to come back to a surface
vessel for recharging. For solving this problem, under-
water battery recharging with a docking function is one
of the solutions to extend the operation time of AUVs.
But, a challenging issue occurs in actual sea environ-
ments such as turbidity made by mad blown up by the
AUV, which hinders their application to recharging. To
overcome the problem, some idea should be added to
the current docking system.

Nowadays, a number of studies using different sen-
sors have been conducted on underwater vehicle oper-
ation [2–6]. Normally, long navigation is performed by
using sonar sensors, which is not suitable for docking
operation because of its low resolution. Vision-based
navigation is one of the possible approaches, especially
if high accuracy positioning is required.

Studies related to vision-based navigation for the
underwater vehicle are based on a single camera to es-
timate the position and orientation of the target ob-
ject [7,8]. The reliable pose estimation for underwa-
ter docking through a scene invariant approach by us-
ing a single camera was proposed in [9]. However, this
methodology has not been applied to docking, and it
is thought to be difficult for real-time pose estimation.
In [10], a torpedo-shaped autonomous underwater ve-
hicle was optically guided by the lights that mounted
around the entrance of a docking station using single
camera. In this approach, because of the complicated
estimation of the geometry calculation, it is difficult to
estimate the information about the orientation. Even
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though the attitude keeping control is used for the final
docking step, the accuracy of the orientation informa-
tion is still not high. An approach to docking using an
electromagnetic guidance system was proposed in [11].
But, the presence of magnetic abnormalities near a sta-
tion limits the accuracy of this approach. The merit
of the monocular camera is that the configuration is
simple, and processing time seems to be less than the
multi-cameras. The disadvantage is that the precision
of distance measurement of the camera’s depth direc-
tion is not enough.

For overcoming the limitations of a single camera
system[12], there are some studies developed by two
cameras systems [13,14]. In [13], two cameras have been
mounted on the vehicle. One was looking forward to
estimating the panel pose and the other was pointing
down to help the mounted manipulator conduct some
tasks. In [14], the same with [13], two cameras were
used, one was looking forward, and the other was fac-
ing downward for the purpose of obstacle avoidance and
docking. In two of the studies mentioned above [13] and
[14], the binocular vision was used to detect the posi-
tion of the vehicle and dock with a station. Even though
two cameras were set, “stereo-vision” was not used in
the system. Although [15] uses stereo-vision with struc-
tured triangular point marker, the visibility tends to be
vulnerable to floating obstacles and turbidity.

The underwater environment is complex, and there
are many disturbances for vision-based underwater ve-
hicles. Therefore, it is important to make a robust vision
system against possible disturbances. The common dis-
turbances for the vision-based underwater vehicle are a
lighting condition and turbidity. Since underwater bat-
tery recharging units are supposed to be installed in the
deep-sea bottom, the deep-sea docking cannot avoid the
turbidity and low-light environment. To the best of the
author’s knowledge, no existing study has conducted
the docking using stereo-vision-based real-time visual
servoing with performance tolerance of turbidity and
illumination varieties.

Our research group has conducted a number of stud-
ies on our stereo-vision based docking system in [16–19].
In our approach, the relative pose between the underwa-
ter vehicle and a known 3D marker is estimated by us-
ing the Real-time Multi-step Genetic Algorithm (RM-
GA) that is a real-time 3D pose estimation method. The
docking experiments were conducted using two cam-
eras and a known 3D marker set at docking station
to confirm the robustness of the docking system, hav-
ing verified the effectiveness of the proposed system in
the daytime in an environment with less turbid wa-
ter [16]. The robustness of the 3D pose (position and
orientation) estimation system against air bubbles [17]

and target occlusion [18] has been verified experimen-
tally, respectively. In [17], the stability of an underwa-
ter vehicle system using a 3D marker in the presence
of air bubbles was investigated in an indoor pool. Ex-
periments were conducted to verify the robustness of
the proposed system against physical disturbances in
different situations in [18]. In [19], a deep-sea docking
simulation experiment was conducted under a variable
lighting environment. From the result, the lighting di-
rection from the underwater vehicle affects the pose es-
timation.

In the turbid water environment and nighttime con-
dition, the conventional idea is that the vehicle’s LED
illuminates the target. In this situation, the input im-
age become white since the turbid particles in the water
reflect the lighting from the vehicle. The lighting from
the vehicle has been confirmed not to be an effective
method to detect something in turbid and dark con-
ditions. On the other hand, point light marker with
no lighting from the vehicle has been sometimes used
for pose estimation [20]. Predefined marker is geomet-
rical information enables single camera to detect pose
values. However, stereo-vision allows to exploit paral-
lactic displacement, which contributes to accurate po-
sition detection in camera depth direction. Despite that
stereo vision research concept that reconstructs 3D in-
formation from 2-D stere-vision images has been stud-
ied so far by many researchers, no practically useful
results have not been reported for the underwater ve-
hicles. This seems to be derived from the vulnerability
that the point matching on geometric feature points
in stereo-visions like spire of marker may be disturbed
by small things in real sea, resulting in erroneous 3D
reconstruction.

Since the 3D marker with being lighted from the ve-
hicle in turbid water environment results in a situation
that the images taken by video cameras set on the ve-
hicle were looked wholly white, some new idea seems to
be required. For overcoming this difficulty, the proposed
system with a newly designed active 3D marker has
been developed to improve the visibility of the marker
from an underwater vehicle, especially in turbid water
[22]. The lighting marker [20] that has been proposed
uses LED point marker, whereas our 3D marker com-
posed of three spheres has larger size of diameter. This
leads to a merit that near positioned sphere looks big-
ger than the other sphere positioned far. The difference
of size of spheres can help increase the measurement
accuracy concerning camera depth direction.

Let us clarify the differences between the previous
research reported by authors and this paper. The re-
motely operated vehicle (ROV) system utilizing the
stereo vision and 3D marker for docking operation has
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been used in [16]-[18], but those 3D markers are all
without lighting abilities and the experiments are under
daytime condition. [19] has discussed adaptive image
recognition method and the effectiveness in changing
ROV’s lighting condition caused by the lighting direc-
tion changes, where the lightning variation is derived
from the movement of the ROV. Based on the above
researches, the authors have turned the directions of
how to deal with pitch-dark environment of deep sea
and the turbid water, that is a proposal of lighting 3D
marker in [22], [25]. However, those reports [22], [25]
have only discussed the docking experiments in pool
with lighting condition varieties, which mean prepara-
tions for docking operations in real oceans.

What subjects have been left as future works are
evaluation of practical usefulness of our original dock-
ing strategy, including actual recharging of batteries
installed at underwater vehicles. Since the previous re-
searches cling to a single camera strategy [1], [4]-[10],
[13]-[15], insufficiency of space recognition accuracy and
space estimation has resulted in the fact that there ex-
ists no practically reliable docking system in real sea.

This paper, based on above preparations, discusses
newly the tolerance against turbid water. The reason
why the authors have conducted experiment to com-
pare the effectiveness between passive/active markers,
is the intention of how much the active marker outper-
forms the conventional passive marker on the viewpoint
of “numerical evaluation.” Especially, how far the mark-
ers could be visible in numerically classified turbidity on
condition of stereo-vision strategy, which seems to indi-
cate usability of the marker for docking in deep sea bot-
tom with turbidity. The effectiveness of the proposed
system has been proved by docking-experiment at the
real sea.

2 Active 3D marker

Figure 1 shows the illustration of light transmission us-
ing a passive and an active 3D marker in pitch-dark
and the turbid environment. Figure 1(a) shows the light
transmission of the passive marker from the ROV’s LED
light. Figure 1(b) shows the light transmission of the ac-
tive marker illuminates, and ROV’s cameras receive the
light. In the case of the passive 3D marker, the cam-
era image is affected by a diffused reflection because
of the particles of seabed mud. As a result, the cap-
tured camera image is more likely to be whiteout. On
the other hand, some light beams from the active 3D
marker reach the cameras directly because of the dif-
fused light. In addition, the distance of the light beam
in the active 3D marker is half of the passive 3D marker.
From these points of view, it is considered that the
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(a) Light transmission when passive marker is lighted by ROV’s LED lighting device.

(b) Light transmission when active marker illuminates by itself and ROV’s cameras receive the light.
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Fig. 1 Illustration of light transmission using a passive and
an active marker in a pitch-dark and turbid environment

AC-DC converter
(AC100 V to DC12V)

Circuit for LEDs

Active marker
(LEDs are inside balls)

AC100 V DC12 V

Fig. 2 Structure of active 3D marker

camera image is clearer than that of the passive 3D
marker. Therefore, we developed the active 3D marker
composed of red, green, and blue in each sphere. Fig-
ure 2 shows the appearance of the active 3D marker.
The 3D marker is constructed with a water proof box
(100mm ×100mm ×100mm) and the spheres (diameter;
40mm) are attached to the water proof box. The red,
green and blue LEDs were installed into the spherical
ball that is covered by the color balloon.

3 Proposed stereo-vision-based control system

3.1 3D model-based matching method

In generally approaches, object recognition is imple-
mented by the feature-based recognition using 2D-to-
3D reconstruction calculations, in which the informa-
tion of the target object is determined from a set of
points in different images, generally. If a point in one
image is incorrectly mapped to a point in another im-
age, the pose of the reconstructed object does not rep-
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resent that of the real 3D object. A pose estimation
approach based on 3D-to-2D model projection was ap-
plied in this study because the forward projection from
3D-to-2D generates unique points in 2D images without
any errors [16–19],[21,22].

With the 3D-to-2D approach, a model-based match-
ing method was used to recognize the 3D marker and
estimate its pose in real-time. A model-based matching
method is based on the known shape, color, and size of
the 3D marker, models with assumed poses are prede-
fined and distributed in the 3D search space in front of
the cameras. And then, each model is projected onto the
two camera images, as shown in Fig. 3, where ΣM is the
3D marker coordinate system used in the proposed sys-
tem. ΣMi is the i-th model coordinate system. ΣCL and
ΣCR are the left and right camera coordinate systems.
ΣIL and ΣIR are the left and right image coordinate
systems. The origins of ΣM and ΣMi

are the intersec-
tions of the three lines perpendicular to the faces to
which the spheres of 3D marker face are attached. The
j-th point on the i-th model in 3D space is projected
onto the left and right camera images correctly, and
these positions are calculated from a camera projection
geometry.

Fig. 3 3D model based matching system with dual-eye cam-
era, including concepts of 3D-to-2D projection and 2D-to-3D
reconstruction

3.2 Fitness value

In this study, the fitness function is used to measure
the matching degree between the captured image and
the projected models. The fitness function evaluates the
correlation between the i-th search model with its as-
sumed pose φi and the real 3D marker in the left and
right images. φi means the pose of the i-th model given
by the RM-GA. The RM-GA evolution process will be
described in section 3.3.

Figure 4 shows the real 3D marker projected onto
the image plane and the dotted circle that is the i-th

model obtained from the 3D-to-2D projection to the
same plane. Each model consists of the red, green, and
blue ball. Each ball of the model comprises an inner
sphere Sin and an enveloping sphere Sout. The inner
sphere Sin is intended to evaluate the ball area of the
real target, and the enveloping sphere Sout is for the
background area.

Blue sphere 
of real target

Green sphere of 
real target

Red sphere 
of real target

j-th model
defined by i-th ��

Inner sphere � 	���
Enveloping sphere � 	����
(Green sphere of j-th model)

Inner sphere � 	���

Enveloping sphere � 	����
(Red sphere of 
j-th model)

Enveloping sphere � 	����
(Blue sphere of j-th model)

Inner sphere � 	���

Fig. 4 Left or right camera’s 2D image of the real 3D marker
and model

The fitness function used in the proposed system is
defined as the following Eq. (1).

F (φi) =
1
2

(FL + FR)

FL =
1
N


 ∑
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p
(
ILrj (φi)

)

−
∑
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p
(
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)
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1
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p
(
IRrj (φi)

)

−
∑

IRrj(φi)∈SR,out(φi)

p
(
IRrj (φi)

)

 (1)

The fitness function for the model F (φi) with as-
sumed pose φi is calculated by averaging the fitness
functions of both the left camera image FL and right
camera image FR. The summation in Eq. (1) is concern-
ing the j-th point ILrj (φi) in the left camera image,
defined on the i-th 3D model, whose pose is φi. The
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score is evaluated for each point by using the Eq. (1),
where N represents the number of points to be evalu-
ated. As shown in Fig. 5, there is a total of 60 points
(36(Sin) points in the inner sphere and 24 (Sout) points
in the enveloping sphere).

Fig. 5 Projection of the blue sphere of a model with selected
sample points

In the projection, the diameter of the inner sphere is
the same as that of the actual sphere. If the j-th point
of i-th model defined by φi in Sin overlaps with real 3D
marker and the model’s hue color value coincides with
the projected real 3D marker’s hue value, in this case,
the fitness function has a value of p

(
ILrj (φi)

)
= +1 in

Eq. (1), making the fitness value increase. Otherwise,
if p

(
ILrj (φi)

)
= -1, then the fitness value decreases.

Therefore, the fitness value is maximum if the model
and the real target exactly coincide, and the system
obtains the true pose of the real target 3D marker that
gives maximum point in the fitness function distribu-
tion.

3.3 Real-time multi-step genetic algorithm

In the process of the 3D pose estimation, it is assumed
that there are many models in the search area, as shown
in the left of Fig. 6. In the right of Fig. 6 shows the
flowchart of the RM-GA and how the best model is
obtained. The previous research [16] explained why and
how the RM-GA developed for the real-time 3D pose
estimation. For determining which model is closest to
the actual target, the fitness function defined in the
previous section was used to quantify the correlation
between the models and the target. The main task of
the pose estimation process is to search for the optimal
model with the pose that is most strongly correlated
with that of the real 3D marker.

Fig. 6 Flowchart of the RM-GA. In the flowchart, the ter-
minal condition is defined as 33ms because of the video frame
rate, 30 frames per second, of our camera system.

As shown in Fig. 7, the pose of the model is ex-
pressed as a 72 bits string to represent six pose param-
eters (x, y, z, ε1, ε2, and ε3). The first 36 bits (12 bits
each for x, y, and z) represent the position coordinates
of the position of the 3-D marker. The last 36 bits (12
bits each for ε1, ε2, and ε3) describe the orientation
defined by a quaternion.

Fig. 7 Structure of position and orientation represented by
a gene
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4 Comparison experiment of recognition
performance using the active and passive 3D
marker

This chapter shows comparison experiments between
the passive and active 3D marker for discussing the tol-
erance against turbid water in the simulated pool.

4.1 Experiment environment

The experimental layouts of the recognition experiments
are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. In Figs 8, ΣH and ΣM are
the coordinate systems of the ROV. The ROV is fixed
in the pool so that the pose between the dual-camera
of ROV and the 3D marker is kept at constant. The
distance between the dual-camera and ROV is set to
400, 600, 800 and 1000 mm.

Turbid water

ROV

Passive 3D marker

Background 
sheet

L = 
400, 600, 800, 1000 mm

L : Distance between 
ROV and passive 3D marker

ΣH
xH

yH zH
ΣM

xM

yM

zM

Fig. 8 Experimental environment by using the passive
marker

Turbid water

ROV
Active 3D Marker

Background 
sheet

L = 
400, 600, 800, 1000 mm

L : Distance between 
ROV and active 3D marker

Fig. 9 Experimental environment by using the active
marker.

4.2 Turbidity environment

The turbidity environment is created by putting milk in
the simulated pool. According to the other researches
[23,24], there are 10 to 600 [nm] particles in milk. When
the light runs through the size of 10 nm particles, light
will be scattered equally in front and rear direction.
When the light runs through the size of 100 nm parti-
cles, the light will be scattered to forward. “Forward”
means the travelling direction of light. In other words,
the experiment using milk is possible to create a tur-
bidity environment that considers the various light scat-
tering. In [23], the maximum amount of milk using the
experiment was 1.9×102 ml/m3. In [24], the maximum
amount of milk was 1.5×102 ml/m3. Those researches
described the monocular image recognition. There is no
discussion on pose estimation using the dual-eye cam-
eras. In this study, the pose recognizable range using
dual-eye cameras and passive/active 3D markers on dif-
ferent turbidity was analyzed.

In the experiment using the passive 3D marker, the
amount of milk added each time is 2.435 ml/m3(2g)
from 0 to 3.64×10 ml/m3 and 4.870 ml/m3(4g) from
3.64×10 to 1.19×102 ml/m3. In the experiment using
the active 3D marker, the amount of milk added each
time from 0 to 1.19×102 is same as the experiment using
the passive 3D marker. The amount of milk added each
time is 9.740 ml/m3(8g) from 1.19×102 to 2.45×102

ml/m3. The reason for why it has a different range of
turbid environment between the active and passive 3D
marker is that the recognition ability using the active
3D marker is possibly better than using the passive 3D
marker.

4.3 Light environment

The passive marker was lighted from the ROV’s LED.
On the other hand, the active marker was not lighted
from any light device in this experiment. According to
the previous experiments [25], the LED current of the
active 3D marker has been confirmed that the red, green
and blue LEDs are set to 5.7 mA, 3.4 mA and 3.4 mA,
respectively.

4.4 Evaluation of recognition result

For the evaluation of recognition performance on dif-
ferent turbidity environments, the fitness value is cal-
culated by evaluating the correlation between the 3D
marker and 3D search model. The recognition level is
evaluated by using the average of the fitness value be-
tween 60[s] from the start of recognition. Based on the
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average of the fitness value, Area I is defined as pos-
sible docking range (F ≥ 0.60). Area II is a recogniz-
able range(0.22 ≤ F < 0.60) that means dockable but
not as reliable as Area I. The remaining area(Area III)
(F < 0.22) represents that the 3D marker cannot be
detected by the RM-GA.

4.5 Experimental results

The results of recognition experiment using the passive
3D marker are shown in Table 1. The amount of milk
put into the pool is shown in the first column. The sec-
ond to fifth columns show the average of the fitness
value on each turbidity level in each condition. Figure
10 shows example results of the time-series and average
fitness values in Table 1 (A), (B) and (C). It can be con-
firmed that the fitness value decreases as the distance
between the ROV and 3D marker and the turbidity in
the simulation pool increase. The left and right camera
images of the ROV are shown in Fig. 11. The dotted
line in the image represents the pose estimation results
of the 3D marker. The images of Area I and II show
that the 3D search model converges to the 3D marker.
However, in Area III, the 3D search model cannot con-
verge to the 3D marker because the images were almost
whiteout. Therefore, we confirmed that the estimated
pose of the RM-GA is not correct in Area III.

Next, the results of recognition the experiments us-
ing the active 3D marker are shown in Table 2. Figure
12 shows example results of the time-serise and average
fitness values in Table 2 (A), (B) and (C). The left and
right camera images are shown in Fig. 13. Unlike the
result of the passive 3D marker, the turbidity with the
highest fitness value is not 0, but a low turbidity level
as shown in figure 12(b). The LED current in the active
3D marker is set for having the best performance when
the environment has a low turbidity level. On the other
hand, the fitness value also decreases as the distance
between the ROV and 3D marker and the turbidity in
the simulation pool increases.

Compared with Table 1, the active 3D marker with
no-lighting from a vehicle is more recognizable in the
dark and turbid environment than the passive 3D marker
lighted from the vehicle because the Area I and Area II
in the active 3D marker are expanded. In addition, the
camera images using the active 3D maker are clearer
than using the passive 3D maker lighted from the vehi-
cle. In this way, our proposed active 3D marker expands
the docking ability from the viewpoints of the turbidity
and distance.

Fig. 10 Real-time and average fitness values 0.730 under
the conditions designated by (A) in Table 1 are calculated by
averaging above real-time measurement result (a), and (B)
and (C) in Table 1 are calculated by above (b) and (c).

5 Docking experiment in the actual sea

In this chapter, we demonstrate the docking experiment
in real sea environment with dark and turbid condition.
At first, we explain our docking system using an ROV
with dual-camera. Figure 14 shows block diagram of
the proposed system with real-time 3D pose estimation
and 3D motion controller implemented on a PC. Images
from the dual-eye camera installed on the ROV are sent
to the PC. Real-time pose estimation using 3D model-
based matching method and RM-GA is implemented in
PC. Based on the error between the desired pose and
estimated pose, 3D motion controller outputs control
signals to control the thrusters of the vehicle. The in-
terface unit is for image capturing and digital-to-analog
converting between the vehicle and PC.
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Table 1 The experimental results by using the passive 3D marker

Fig. 11 The left and right camera images are taken under different turbidity conditions and distances, which are indicated
by the arrow. Images taken at the maximum and minimum distances in clean water and at the maximum turbidity, in which
the passive 3D marker is not observable, are also shown at the top and bottom, respectively.
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Table 2 The experimental results by using the active 3D marker

5.1 Underwater vehicle

Figure 15 shows Hovering-type underwater vehicle (man-
ufactured by Ko-wa cooperation). Two fixed cameras
installed at the front of the vehicle are used for real-
time pose tracking. In the thruster unit, four thrusters
are controlled with maximum thrust force of 4.9N. The
vehicle can dive up to 50m, and two LED light sources
are also installed on the vehicle.

5.2 Docking procedure

We designed a docking procedure, as shown in Fig.16.
There are three steps to complete the docking opera-
tion.
(1) Approaching step: Normally, this step is performed
by using a long-distance navigation sensor unit. In this

work, the vehicle was controlled by manually to ap-
proach the docking station till 3D marker was detected
by the proposed system.
(2) Visual servoing step: After detecting 3D marker,
relative pose between the vehicle and 3D marker is es-
timated by using the RM-GA. The vehicle was auto-
matically controlled to the desired pose.
(3) Docking step: When the vehicle is stable in a de-
fined position for defined period for a docking opera-
tion while visual servoing, docking step is performed
in which the vehicle inserts its docking pole into the
dock hole. Please note that whenever the relative pose
error exceeds allowance range, the process switches to
the visual servoing as shown as P in Fig.16.
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Fig. 12 Real-time and average fitness values 0.776 under
the conditions designated by (A) in Table 2 are calculated by
averaging above real-time measurement result (a), and (B)
and (C) in Table 2 are calculated by above (b) and (c).

5.3 Sea trial experiment

We conducted the sea docking experiment at Seton-
aikai in Japan for verifying the active 3D marker. The
docking station was a rectangle of 60[cm] × 45[cm] and
oriented with the long sides perpendicular to the shore.
The ROV was tethered and connected by a cable with
200[mm] length to the onshore platform. Figures 17 and
18 show the layout of the docking experiment. In this
experiment, the main task of the vehicle is to insert the
docking pole into the docking hole automatically by our
proposed visual servoing. Firstly, the vehicle manually
approaches the docking station until the distance be-
tween the vehicle and 3D marker is less than 1.5[m]
distance. In the visual servoing step, the vehicle is con-
trolled to the desired pose for the docking. If the vehicle
is satisfied with the desired pose, the vehicle goes ahead

with decreasing the desired position in x-axis direction
gradually until it reaches 350[mm].

5.4 Experimental results

We conducted docking operation successfully by using
the active 3D marker in the condition that was failed
to the docking operation using the passive 3D. Figure
19 shows the fourth docking experiment of the vehicle
during the docking process in the night time. Time pro-
file of fitness value is shown in Fig. 19 (a). Recognized
position of the vehicle in x, y and z axes is illustrated
in Fig. 19 (b)-(d). From these results, the docking op-
eration was successful since the position errors in y-
axis and z-axis were within the predefined range that
was ±40[mm] and the estimated position in x-axis was
reached to 350[mm]. In addition, the experimental re-
sults show that the docking operation was a success
within 50[s] by using the active 3D marker. Figure 20
shows a docking experiment in the night time. Figure
21 shows the overlay images in Front Camera 2 and the
ROV Left Camera of Fig. 21 for emphasizing the result
of the docking. In this way, the active 3D marker en-
ables the ROV to perform docking to the station in the
pitch-dark and turbid environment.

6 Conclusion

In this study, an active 3D marker was proposed to over-
come the problem of difficulty to recognize the target
in turbid environments. For confirming the effective-
ness of the proposed active 3D marker, milk was put
into the pool to create turbid environments. The recog-
nition performance was compared between the active
and passive 3D marker. According to the experimental
results, it can be confirmed that using the active 3D
marker is more recognizable under the high turbidity
environment than using the passive 3D marker. In ad-
dition, the docking operation in the actual sea by using
the active 3D marker is successful that originally failed
in the same conditions by using passive 3D marker. In
future work, the accuracy of the pose estimation using
the active 3D marker will be verified for indicating the
effectiveness and limitation of our stereo-vision-based
pose estimation method.
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Fig. 13 The left and right camera images are taken under different turbidity conditions and distances, which are indicated
by the arrow. Images taken at the maximum and minimum distances in clean water and at the maximum turbidity, in which
the active 3D marker is not observable, are also shown at the top and bottom, respectively.
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